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5

Abstract6

We have come across various chat applications to instantly communicate with people. We7

have used various types of chat application in web-based applications. All these chat8

applications support text messages to be sent between the users in the instant they press9

Enter key. But if some problem has to be explained using diagrams, that is where most of10

these chats are helpless. The chat application we intend to do solves this problem as we are11

going to integrate a paint like editor to the chat window, so that diagrams could also be12

drawn and sent through chat. This could be helpful to many of the professional institutions13

like schools, colleges and industrial units. So we intend to design this application for LAN of14

these organizations. The people could use many features of this chat application to15

communicate and brainstorm within a LAN. For this application we need design it on a16

Client-Server architecture.Though the primary focus of our application is on the feature of17

providing communication through diagrams and figures, we would also provide different18

features in our chat app like using predictive texting, providing themes, voice to smiley, etc.19

thus making an enhanced chat application.20

21

Index terms—22

1 Introduction23

e have used various types of chat application in web-based applications. All these chat applications support text24
messages to be sent between the users in the instant they press Enter key. Now suppose two friends are discussing25
Geometry problems which actually contain figures drawings and diagrams. When these two are actually far away26
from each other and still want discuss these problems simple texting is not the ideal solution for this. It would be27
so much better for them if they could communicate using actual diagrams and figures. Even telephoning won’t28
help.29

One solution we have come up with is to create a chat application using which we not only communicate using30
text messages but also with figures and diagrams. This would be helpful to a lot of professionals all over the31
world. It would also be popular for ordinary users. Our chat application is designed for professional organizations32
like schools, colleges, industrial units and organizations.33

Though the primary focus of our application is on the feature of providing communication through diagrams34
and figures, we would also provide different features in our chat app like using predictive texting, exchange of35
files, providing themes, voice to smiley, etc.36

Author ? ? ? ? : BE Computer, Pimpri Chinchwad College of Engineering.37

2 II.38

3 System Features39

The Chat application we intend to design would provide us with the following features:40
? Creating an Account: The user gives his personal information, chooses a UserID and a password of his own41

choice. The database on the server side is updated after this.42
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8 D) PREDICTIVE TEXTING

? Login and Logout: These functions indicate the availability or non-availability of the user.43
? Handling Users: It allows administrator to add or remove any user account in case of changes due to44

termination, resignation, violation of any rules or for some other reasons.45
? Instant Messaging: This is a regular feature of any chat. This chat application would also provide this46

feature between multiple users.47
? Drawing: The application allows users to use the paint window within the chat to draw basic figures like48

lines, rectangles, circles, etc or free hand.49
? Painting and Coloring: The application allows users to use colors to draw figures and fill the figures. Different50

colors have been provided.51
? Predictive Text: In this feature we would give user the option of using different words by predicting what52

the user is going to type from initial alphabets. The predictive texting is self learning. If the user has used typed53
”computer” word once. Then on typing of the letters ”com”, the word ”computer” would be displayed.54

? Transferring images: The chat application would also have to transfer images drawn by the users between55
each other.56

4 III.57

System Architecture The chat application would be accomplished on a Server-Client Architecture within a lan.58
The clientserver model of computing is a distributed application that partitions tasks or workloads between the59
providers of a resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients. The Server Side would be60
a continuously running service listening to the different Clients asking its services. The chat application would be61
installed on every communicating client. A Database of users would be maintained by the Server. When a client62
PC logins to the application, the Server authenticates the user of the client PC. Once the user is authenticated63
the IP address of the client is registered to the Server and it sends the list of online user friends and other relevant64
data to the Client. When the user wishes to chat to some other user, his IP address along with a Port address65
would be sent to the other user and vice versa. Thus a connection would be established and the two client PCs66
would be able to chat together.67

5 IV.68

6 System Features69

The system that we have built encompasses the following features. The working and explanation of the features70
have been given.71

7 a) Chat Server72

The System that we have designed is based on client-server architecture. So creating a server is necessary. The73
functions of a server are to maintain user information, maintaining the record of users logged in to the system74
and providing the IP addresses to the clients who want to chat.75

In the Server side a server-socket is created which accepts connection from client those who have logged in.76
Once any user logs in and makes connection with the server, it is assigned a thread. Input stream and output77
stream objects are created in the run method. If the user has requested for registration then a new entry is added78
to the Database. If the request is for sign in text message is sent to the other user and displayed over the text79
area of both the user. The receive function on the other side differentiates the text messages from those of the80
drawing and text messages and sends it to the text-area of the receiving user. In this way the texting has been81
implemented in this application.82

8 d) Predictive Texting83

Predictive testing is another enhancement that has been made in this application. Basically predictive texting84
means to predict what a user is going to type from the set of letters (substring) that user has already typed. The85
predictive texting system that has been implemented for this application is a self-learning from the typing of the86
users using. It does not have a prior database of words but instead adds the database of words as the user types.87
The words are stored for the particular session of conversation after which the words are not available again. So88
that the words do not clash with some other user who might later sit on the machine and logins to his account.89

The Split Window class is where the windows for texting and painting have been implemented. In the class90
the auto-text complete class is called on the bottom most text field. So on key press events, the functioning of91
predictive texting begins. If the total length of the word is 3, the hash-chain class is called. A hash table is92
created for size of 10 words. The substring of 3 letters is passed as on of the parameters to the find function of93
the hash table. It computes the hashing value for the given substring which can be used to search all the words94
beginning with the substring or else can be used to insert the word to the specified location of the hash value.95
The hash function used for this purpose can be explained as follows. The hash value is calculated by summing96
up the ascii value of the letters of the substring, then a modular division is performed on the sum by the array97
size of the hash table. Thus a maximum of 10 words can be stored for a particular substring.98
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A frequency count of the words used has been maintained which provides the recurrence of words in typing.99
More the frequency of the words higher will be their priority. The lower priority words would be deleted from the100
hash table when it fills up. In this way the predictive texting has been implemented. ? Two or more machines101
where the application could be run and one server machine.102

9 VI. Conclusion103

Chatting is a very common used application among the users. General users use the instant messaging services104
to communicate with other individual users. In our project we have provided with many enhanced features for a105
chat application. The features like painting along with chat would be a fun to use and interactive feature for a106
general user. For professional users it would be very useful for communicating important flowcharts, diagrammatic107
representation of some problem, making important symbols, etc. It opens up a wide variety of uses for individuals.108
The predictive texting feature would help a user to chat easily. Various figures of various formats could be opened109
and sent to other user. It would also give freedom of using any tool for drawing.110

The chat application is so aimed that the people could have a better experience of chatting. It has the potential111
to attract more and more users to interact and connect.

1

Figure 1: Following diagram shows theFig. 1 :
112
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Figure 2:
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Figure 3: Fig. 2 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 2 :
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